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W e l c o m E

Parish Conservatories represent an exquisitely talented group of both European and U.S. designers and craftsman 

dedicated to bringing a new environment to your home with these elegant glass houses. Designed to complement your 

existing home and manufactured to the highest quality, Parish Conservatories take your ideas and aspirations and turn 

them into reality.

Specializing in providing you with a particularly personal service Parish Conservatories are able to offer bespoke  

conservatory solutions for those looking for a touch of distinction to their home. Whether your dream is for an  

exquisite dining room area, a beautiful garden room, or simply an area for complete relaxation at the end of a long 

day, Parish Conservatories can help to realize that dream by designing and building a custom-made hardwood  or  

aluminum Conservatories designed to be wholly compatible with the architectural style of your home.
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C o n s e r v a t o r i e S

An exquisite hardwood conservatory from Parish Conservatories is uniquely designed to compliment your homes’ 

existing architectural design. A year-round, seasonally adaptable living space, designed and built to satisfy and reflect 

your individual tastes and requirements.

Hardwood Conservatories were born out of the heritage of structures first imagined and constructed for the English 

aristocracy – later nurtured through years of advancing the modern techniques of weatherproofing, glass engineering, 

manufacturing, zoned heating and cooling, flooring and lighting. Your custom-made hardwood Conservatory today 

will represent the ultimate in historic elegance and contemporary comfort.
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O r a n g e r i e S

Parish Conservatories also brings to the U.S. market the most English of architectural style with their expertise in 

Orangery design and construction. These elaborate rooms were originally reserved for the nobility, the rich, and the 

privileged to nurture and display exotic plants and fruits. An Orangery plays a richer, more substantial architectural 

role than our traditional Conservatory additions – incorporating solid roof areas with skylights. 

A grand place for entertaining, relaxing with friends and family, or just those delicious moments of private  

contemplation, a Parish Orangery – with or without the plants and flowers that long ago flourished in these sheltered 

greenhouses – adds a treasured space to your home.
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B e s p o k e

We specialize in offering a completely bespoke service from design conception to completion for those seeking greater 

customization and individuality in architectural design. Your hardwood Conservatory or Orangery should compliment 

your existing homes’ architectural style as well as reflect your individual tastes ad requirements.

Hardwood Conservatories and Orangeries themselves are wonderful additions enhancing your homes’ appearance, 

providing additional living space and adding value to your property.  By allowing you to enjoy the ever-changing natural 

light at any time of the year, they bring the outside inside in complete comfort and style.
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A l u m i n u M

An aluminum design from Parish Conservatories allows you to meet virtually any structural need without forfeiting 

the classical detailing and elegance that previously was only available in wood conservatories.

 

Parish Conservatories has used aluminum in a variety of application including conservatories, orangeries, skylights, 

greenhouses, and pool enclosures. Whether it’s a conservatory in the country or a skylight in the city, an aluminum 

design will add a beautiful, traditional element to your home..
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S k y L i g h t S

Exquisite architecture, beautifully finished timber and secure tempered glass will add natural light, ventilation and 

height to that one place in your home where it’s been wished for.

Square, oblong, octagonal or whatever your pleasure,  a Parish Skylight brings new and often spectacular dimensions 

to an otherwise dim or average part of your home. One of our beautifully designed low maintenance period structures 

will transform your studio, kitchen, stairwell, shop or office into a  light, airy and dramatic space. You’ll wonder why 

you waited.
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S h a d e S

Nothing compliments an exquisite conservatory quite like Parish Conservatory Shades. Our shades provide a  

year-round, seasonally adaptable living space, designed and built to satisfy and reflect your individual tastes and  

requirements. We have two fabric options available for roof and sides:

Original French Pinoleum shades transform sun glare into soft, dappled light effectively controlling the temperature 

of the conservatory. Pinoleum shades are available in 16 standard colors, and can also be made to match any color of 

your choice. 

Solar R is a high-performance fabric with an aluminum backing for superb climate control. Solar R reflects 85% of the 

sun’s heat energy, keeping your Conservatory cool in the summer, and they provide insulation in the winter. Solar R 

shades are available in 11 colors and when not in use retract neatly into a cassette box.
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C o n s e r vat o r y  S h a d e s
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Pinoleum Shades
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Solar R Shades
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Parish Conservatories 
P.O. Box 2543

480 Barnum Ave
Fifth Floor 

Bridgeport, CT   06608 

Design Offices:
Northeast  •  Southern  •  Mid-Atlantic  •  Midwest  •  Western

800.761.9183 

parishconservatories.com


